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About this course
This workshop is for delegates seeking a good practical grounding in project management,
yet not requiring a professional qualification. Delegates will learn some fundamental and
valuable skills for managing whatever type of project they may be involved in.
Through a very practical programme of learning, delegates leave feeling confident in their
ability to manage projects, as well as appreciating some of the broader aspects of change
management and stakeholder engagement.
Delegates will learn a range of skills, techniques and approaches that will give them a
structured approach to project management, and thereby greatly enhancing their contribution
to any project team.
pearcemayfield have extensive experience in providing project management training and
consultancy. We have designed this learning programme to help you learn in a way that is
engaging and informative.

Who is it for
As project management becomes more pervasive in all aspects of life, this course makes this
all important discipline broadly accessible to delegates who need to understand and have
practical experience of project management without requiring professional accreditation.
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By the end of this workshop participants will:
●
●
●

Have practiced and be confident in a very broad range of project management
techniques
Be able to better understand stakeholders and engage with them throughout the life of
the project.
Have a deeper insight into the challenges of change management and embedding
project driven change into organisations.

Features
The design of this 3-day learning programme, which can be tailored to particular client
situations, will cover:
The fundamentals of project management - principles gained from years of project
management experience
Establishing projects – business cases development, the organisation of projects, plans and
planning, understanding the project lifecycle, and getting started in a controlled way.
Controlling execution – monitoring, controlling and reporting, change control, risk & issue
management, delivering quality, working with project teams.
Principles of successful change, stakeholder analysis and engagement
The course is very ‘hands on’ with a very strong emphasis on learning by doing. A case study
forms the backbone of the practical work.

Testimonials
“I now have the confidence to manage a project”. Delegate
“Very good balance between practical training and theoretical background.”
Frank Haberhauer
“The knowledge and experience of the trainer was superlative. Thanks again!” Daniel Bell

Pre-event preparation
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None required.

What is included
All our materials are graphically designed using Richard E Mayer’s proven principles for
multimedia learning, developed and revised over the last nine years in response to client and
trainer feedback.
Stationery (A4 note-pad, highlighters, pens)
Folder containing the course’s work and references
Joining instructions, venue map and directions
Lunches and refreshments are included for non-residential delegates.
A fully residential option is also available with study bedroom ensuite, breakfast and dinner.

Examinations
This is a non-certified workshop. There is no examination.

What do I do next?
Book online now, or if your organisation is a member of our Platinum Club, contact them now
to reserve your place on this premier training experience. We strictly limit the number of
delegates to ensure the best quality course experience. This can also be delivered as an
in-house course on a client’s own site, exclusively for their own team.
Call us free on 01235 227252 or email info@pearcemayfield.com.

Terms and conditions
http://www.pearcemayfield.com/terms-conditions/
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